Sociology of north american sport

Now in its eleventh edition, sociology of north american sport offers a compact yet comprehensive and integrated perspective on sport in north american society, bringing a unique viewpoint to the subject. George H. Sage, D. Stanley Eitzen, and Becky Beal analyze and demythologize sport, promoting an understanding of how a sociological perspective differs from commonsense perceptions about sport and society. Helping students to understand sport in a new way, this book covers a wide range of topics, including how sport is embedded in the social, political, and economic structures of American society, how the sporting experience is shaped by powerful individuals as well as ordinary people, and how sport both unifies and segregates social classes, racial and ethnic groups, and competing political loyalties. Sports in American history from colonization to globalization third edition with hkp propel access helps students grasp the compelling evolution of American sporting practices. This text examines sports history as a social and cultural phenomenon, generating a better understanding of current practices in sport and considering future developments in American sport. This comprehensive resource explores sport through various historical periods, including premodern America, colonial times, and the modern era. Sports in American history third edition features critical new content that will provide a framework for understanding how and why sport intersects with many facets of American society. The examination of how women, racial minorities, and ethnic and religious groups have influenced U.S. sporting culture, highlights of contemporary issues affecting sport in the twenty-first century, including the COVID-19 pandemic, social justice movements, changes in name, image, and likeness policy, and sports technology reorganized content about sport experiences in early America that highlight the most influential moments, updated people and places features, and international perspective sidebars that introduce key figures in sports history to provide a global understanding of sport full length articles from the scholarly journal sport history review delivered online through hkp propel that supplement the article excerpts and associated discussion questions found in the text. Sports in American history third edition is unique in its level of detail, broad time frame, and focus on the evolving definitions of physical activity and games. Primary documents including newspaper excerpts, illustrations, photographs, historical writings, quotations, and posters provide firsthand accounts that will not only inform and fascinate students but also provide a well-rounded perspective on the historical development of American sport. Time lines of major milestones in sport and society provide context in each chapter, and an extensive bibliography features primary and secondary sources in American sports history. A starting point into the intriguing field of sports history, this book will help students better understand the complexities of sport in the American experience and grasp how cultural factors and historical events have shaped sport differently in the United States than in other parts of the world. Note: A code for accessing hkp propel is not included with this ebook but may be purchased separately. The editors use the unique lens of the history of sports to examine ethnic experiences in North America since 1840. Comprised of 12 original essays, this collection of essays explores the relationship between sport and national identities within the context of globalization in the modern era. The informative text focuses on the role of sport in U.S. and Canadian societies, the approach is sociological, analytical, and critical, a companion to American sport history presents an acollection of original essays that represent the first comprehensive analysis of scholarship relating to the growing field of American sport history. The first complete analysis of the scholarship relating to the academic history of American sport, features contributions from many of the finest scholars working in the field. The book includes coverage of the chronology of sports from colonial times to the present day, including major sports such as baseball, football, basketball, boxing, golf, motor racing, tennis, and track, and addresses the relationship of sports to urbanization, technology, gender, race, social class, and genres such as sports biography. Awarded 2015 Best Anthology from the North American Society for Sport History, this resource covers every aspect of sports, including major figures, events, awards, venues, and organizations. This book highlights inconsistencies within the field of sports scholarship and provides an opportunity to open up and extend conversations about the intersection of sports media and race.
surrounding athletes of east asian descent despite the growing influence of east asian and asian american canadian athletes they are still
underrepresented in western media and in scholarship this anthology adds much needed literature to sports popular culture east asian and asian
american studies the prominence of sports in global popular culture makes the intersections explored in this collection a crucial addition to
existing conversations about both sports and east asian american canadian studies a look at sport in america today and down through its
history the book illustrates how sport is used in the creation maintenance and now global dissemination of a nation s cherished values they are
the forgotten figures they came from africa the caribbean the americas and the united kingdom and showed america how to play soccer they
exhibited highly technical skills of the game taught the youths in communities across the usa and canada and were their role models they
organized and regulation of team sports alongside theoretical issues regarding income redistribution and competitive balance it also evaluates the impact of
the similarities and differences in the north american and european models of sport it tackles policy issues such as organizing financing and
regulation of team sports alongside theoretical issues regarding income redistribution and competitive balance it also evaluates the impact of
sport and sports events on local com a companion to american sport history presents a collection of original essays that represent the first

com local and global interplay of professional baseball covering major league baseball s impact on the dominican republic nationalism and baseball
on the mexican us border the globalizing forces of baseball as an industry the second part of the book is concerned with the cultural
examination of the responsiveness of masculinity to social and cultural forces examining the exaggerated world of bodybuilders in southern
california the cross cultural comparisons of male behaviour on a bi national baseball team in mexico the historical examination of jews in
american sport this book was previously published as a special issue of sport in society the editors use the unique lens of the history of
sports to examine ethnic experiences in north america since 1840 comprised of 12 original essays and an introduction it chronicles sport as a
social institution through which various ethnic and racial groups attempted to find the way to social and psychological acceptance and cultural
integration included are chapters on native americans irish americans german americans canadians african americans italian americans hispanics
and several more showing how their sports participation also provided these communities with some measure of social mobility self esteem and a
shared pride the vast sums of money generated by sport worldwide have meant that the laws of economic competition have an important role to play
in the organization and regulation of the industry this volume offers a comparative perspective on the economics of sport and highlights both
the similarities and differences in the north american and european models of sport it tackles policy issues such as organizing financing and

their efforts made soccer an american sport and among them were alberto archibald auguste best cannon charles coker cole cubillas
cummings david de leon eusebio evans fowles gamaldo grell horne horton ingram kapengwe knight lamprey large jesse lichaba lindsay mathieu mfum
mokgjoja motsaung mwila ntsoelengoe odoi pearce phillips sanon scott soto st vil vil steedman valentine welch whalen and pele it
all started with them now they will be forgotten no more this book is their tribute the oxford handbook of american sports law takes the reader
through the most important controversies and critical developments in law and u s sports over the course of 30 chapters leading scholars explore
this expanding and captivating area of law the handbook is the first book to gather dozens of perspectives on sports law controversies in the
united states and will be of interest to those who study and practice sports law as well as journalists broadcasters and legally minded sports
fans the oxford handbook of american sports law incorporates analysis of key historical events in sports law such as the rise of free agency in
professional sports and the concept of amateurism for college athletes and their broader context contemporary legal controversies in u s sports
and their accompanying questions are also of central importance in a sensible legal system how would long term neurological injuries from
contact sports be addressed how would the use of racially insensitive team names be resolved how would a seemingly trivial dispute over air
pressure in footballs be studied from the competing perspectives of players teams and leagues the oxford handbook of american sports law weighs
not just the facts but how courts and lawmakers ought to consider the most important questions at stake the essays in this volume also canvass
the types of legal controversies in sports likely to surface in the future this is particularly true of law and technology matters including
those related to broadcasting and streaming legal doctrine has been and will continue to be forced to adapt to these developments and the
handbook both forecasts coming debates and outlines where the law may be headed presents an illustrated a z reference containing more than 300
entries related to immigration to north america including people places legislation and more directory of libraries with substantial sports
collections the spring issue of each year includes the program of the society s annual convention this collection illustrates the expansiveness
of an interdisciplinary approach to the study of sport while rooted in anthropology these essays consider american sports in their social
economic cultural and political aspects charting their evolution the book draws from history sociology and political science as well as
considering the relationship between the developed and developing world and culture and masculinity the first part of the book considers the
local and global interplay of professional baseball covering major league baseball s impact on the dominican republic nationalism and baseball
on the mexican us border the globalizing forces of baseball as an industry the second part of the book is concerned with the cultural
examination of the responsiveness of masculinity to social and cultural forces examining the exaggerated world of bodybuilders in southern
california the cross cultural comparisons of male behaviour on a bi national baseball team in mexico the historical examination of jews in
american sport this book was previously published as a special issue of sport in society the editors use the unique lens of the history of
sports to examine ethnic experiences in north america since 1840 comprised of 12 original essays and an introduction it chronicles sport as a
social institution through which various ethnic and racial groups attempted to find the way to social and psychological acceptance and cultural
integration included are chapters on native americans irish americans german americans canadians african americans italian americans hispanics
and several more showing how their sports participation also provided these communities with some measure of social mobility self esteem and a
shared pride the vast sums of money generated by sport worldwide have meant that the laws of economic competition have an important role to play
in the organization and regulation of the industry this volume offers a comparative perspective on the economics of sport and highlights both
the similarities and differences in the north american and european models of sport it tackles policy issues such as organizing financing and

entries related to immigration to north america including people places legislation and more directory of libraries with substantial sports
collections the spring issue of each year includes the program of the society s annual convention this collection illustrates the expansiveness
of an interdisciplinary approach to the study of sport while rooted in anthropology these essays consider american sports in their social
economic cultural and political aspects charting their evolution the book draws from history sociology and political science as well as
considering the relationship between the developed and developing world and culture and masculinity the first part of the book considers the
local and global interplay of professional baseball covering major league baseball s impact on the dominican republic nationalism and baseball
on the mexican us border the globalizing forces of baseball as an industry the second part of the book is concerned with the cultural
examination of the responsiveness of masculinity to social and cultural forces examining the exaggerated world of bodybuilders in southern
california the cross cultural comparisons of male behaviour on a bi national baseball team in mexico the historical examination of jews in
american sport this book was previously published as a special issue of sport in society the editors use the unique lens of the history of
sports to examine ethnic experiences in north america since 1840 comprised of 12 original essays and an introduction it chronicles sport as a
social institution through which various ethnic and racial groups attempted to find the way to social and psychological acceptance and cultural
integration included are chapters on native americans irish americans german americans canadians african americans italian americans hispanics
and several more showing how their sports participation also provided these communities with some measure of social mobility self esteem and a
shared pride the vast sums of money generated by sport worldwide have meant that the laws of economic competition have an important role to play
in the organization and regulation of the industry this volume offers a comparative perspective on the economics of sport and highlights both
the similarities and differences in the north american and european models of sport it tackles policy issues such as organizing financing and
regulation of team sports alongside theoretical issues regarding income redistribution and competitive balance it also evaluates the impact of
sport and sports events on local com a companion to american sport history presents a collection of original essays that represent the first
comprehensive analysis of scholarship relating to the growing field of American sport history presents the first complete analysis of the scholarship relating to the academic history of American sport features contributions from many of the finest scholars working in the field of American sport history includes coverage of the chronology of sports from colonial times to the present day including major sports such as baseball, football, basketball, boxing. This book presents essential readable and provocative documents and essays that illuminate the American sporting experience from a variety of viewpoints a volume in the major problems in American history series it is designed to encourage critical thinking about history the documents are primary sources selected for how they illustrate major developments in the rise of sport and often for how they illuminate the accompanying essays they include government reports court cases contemporary newspaper articles diary entries and advertisements for athletic equipment the essays were chosen to cover broadly the field of sport history based on the particular significance of each essay to our understanding of sport history as well as the quality of the writing research and analysis introductions and headnotes for the readings provide context to help students better understand the material important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version American sports is a comprehensive analytical introduction to the history of American sports from the colonial era to the present Pamela Grundy and Benjamin Rader outline the complex relationships between sports and class, gender, race, religion, and region in the United States building on changes in the previous edition which expanded the attention paid to women, African Americans, Native Americans, and Latinos. This edition adds numerous sidebars that examine subjects such as the black sox scandal, the worldwide influence of Jack Johnson, the significance of softball for lesbian athletes, and the influence of the point spread on sports gambling. Insightful, thorough, and highly readable, the new edition of American sports remains the finest available introduction to the myriad ways in which sports have reinforced or challenged the values and behaviors of Americans as well as the structure of American society. The spring issue of each year includes the program of the society’s annual convention each topic in this text is covered by both secondary readings and a wide variety of primary source documents including legal decisions, diary entries, newspaper reports, literary accounts, government hearings, and advertisements for athletic equipment provides practical help for the day-to-day concerns that keep managers awake at night. This book aims to fill the gap between the legal and policy issues that are the mainstay of human resources and supervision courses and the real-world needs of managers as they attempt to cope with the human side of their jobs. International sport management is the first comprehensive textbook devoted to the organization, governance, business activities, and cross-cultural context of modern sport on an international level as the sport industry continues its global expansion. This textbook serves as an invaluable guide for readers as they build careers that require an international understanding of the relationships between influences and responsibilities in sport management through a systematic presentation of topics and issues in international sport. This textbook offers a long overdue guide for students in this burgeoning subfield in sport management. Editors Li Macintosh and Bravo have assembled contributors from all corners of the globe to present a truly international perspective on the topic with attention to diversity and multiple viewpoints. Each chapter is authored by distinguished academics and practitioners in the field. A foreword by esteemed sport management scholar Dr. Earle Zeigler emphasizes the importance of a dedicated study of the issues in international sport management. All chapters in the text use a global perspective to better showcase how international sport operates in various geopolitical environments and cultures. The text is arranged in five parts each serving a unique purpose to outline the issues associated with international sport management. To examine sport using a unique perspective that emphasizes its status as a global industry to introduce the structure of governance in international sport to examine the management essentials in international sport to apply these strategies in the business segments of sport marketing, sport media, and information technology. Sport facilities and design, sport event management, and sport tourism. Written to engage students and future sport managers can develop an increased understanding of the range of intercultural competencies necessary for success in the field using a framework of strategic and total quality management. The text allows readers to examine global issues from an ethical perspective and uncover solutions to complex challenges that sport managers face with this approach readers will learn how to combine business practices with knowledge in international sport to lead their current and future careers. International sport management offers readers a multifaceted view of the issues challenges and opportunities in international sport management as well as the major functional areas that govern international sport. The text provides students, academics, and practitioners with critical insights into the practice of business as it applies to international sport. Jerrold Casway coined the phrase the emerald age of baseball to describe the 1890s when so many Irish names dominated teams.
history third edition features critical new content that will provide a framework for understanding how and why sport intersects with many

resource explores sport through various historical periods including premodern america colonial times and the modern era sports in american

phenomenon generates a better understanding of current practices in sport and considers future developments in american sport this comprehensive

access helps students grasp the compelling evolution of american sporting practices and in the making and breaking of amateurism within sport mapping an empire of american sport charts the expansion of and the resistance to american power in the

western hemisphere and around the pacific rim it provides a novel and sweeping historical roadmap to the struggles over sporting globalisation

this book was published as a special issue of the international journal of the history of sport is violence an intrinsic component of

contemporary sport how does violence within sport reflect upon the attitudes of wider society in this landmark study of violence in and around

contemporary sport kevin young offers the first comprehensive sociological analysis of an issue of central importance within sport studies the

book explores organized and spontaneous violence both on the field and off and calls for a much broader definition of sports related violence to

include issues as diverse as criminal behaviour by players abuse within sport and exploitative labor practices offering a sophisticated new

theoretical framework for understanding violence in a sporting context and including a wide range of case studies and empirical data from

professional soccer in europe to ice hockey in north america the book establishes a benchmark for the study of violence within sport and wider

society through close examination of often contradictory trends from anti violence initiatives in professional sports leagues to the role of the

media in encouraging hyper aggression the book throws new light on our understanding of the socially embedded character of sport and its

fundamental ties to history culture politics social class gender and the law this informative text focuses on the role of sport in u s and

canadian societies the approach is sociological analytical and critical this is the ideal text for students studying sport management exercise

fitness management and athletic training it will teach aspiring sport managers about this expanding field enabling them to define sport

management and discuss the scope of opportunities the sport industry presents taking examples from the united states and canada this

comprehensive text offers compassionate and critical accounts of the native american sporting experience it challenges popular images of

indigenous athletes and athletics it explores native american participation in and appropriation of euroamerican sports and it unpacks social

categories particularly gender race and heritage and their implications for understanding native americans and sport in north america

contributors discuss the interplay of power and possibility difference and identity representation and remembrance that have shaped the means

and meanings of american indians playing sport included in this book are discussions on continuity and change the place of sport in the survival

and adaptation of indigenous beliefs and behaviours the play of power and the power of play within indigenous communities intercultural spaces

and american popular culture the contradictions and conditions of possibilities sport has offered american indians the politics and poetics of

identity the axes of difference structuring the indigenous sporting experience particularly gender race and nationalism representations and

stagings of indianness in the context of sport

Sociology of North American Sport 2018-07-02 now in its eleventh edition sociology of north american sport offers a compact yet comprehensive

and integrated perspective on sport in north american society bringing a unique viewpoint to the subject george h sage d stanley eitzen and

becky beal analyze and in turn demythologize sport this method promotes an understanding of how a sociological perspective differs from

commonsense perceptions about sport and society helping students to understand sport in a new way

Sociology of North American Sport 1997 power and ideology in american sport addresses a wide range of topics including how sport is embedded in

the social political and economic structures of american society how the sporting experience is shaped by powerful individuals as well as

ordinary people and as such how sport both unifies and segregates individuals social classes racial and ethnic groups and competing political

loyalties

North American Society for Sport History 1998-01 sports in american history from colonization to globalization third edition with hkpropel

access helps students grasp the compelling evolution of american sporting practices this text examines sports history as a social and cultural

phenomenon generates a better understanding of current practices in sport and considers future developments in american sport this comprehensive

resource explores sport through various historical periods including premodern america colonial times and the modern era sports in american

history third edition features critical new content that will provide a framework for understanding how and why sport intersects with many
facets of american society examination of how women racial minorities and ethnic and religious groups have influenced u s sporting culture
highlights of contemporary issues affecting sport in the twenty first century including the covid 19 pandemic social justice movements changes
in name image and likeness policy and sports technology reorganized content about sporting experiences in early america that highlight the most
influential moments updated people and places features and international perspective sidebars that introduce key figures in sports history to
provide a global understanding of sport full length articles from the scholarly journal sport history review delivered online through hkpropel that
supplement the article excerpts and associated discussion questions found in the text sports in american history third edition is unique in its
level of detail broad time frame and focus on the evolving definitions of physical activity and games primary documents including newspaper
excerpts illustrations photographs historical writings quotations and posters provide firsthand accounts that will not only inform and fascinate
students but also provide a well rounded perspective on the historical development of american sport time lines of major milestones in sport and
society provide context in each chapter and an extensive bibliography features primary and secondary sources in american sports history a
starting point into the intriguing field of sports history this book will help students better understand the complexities of sport in the
american experience and grasp how cultural factors and historical events have shaped sport differently in the united states than in other parts
of the world note a code for accessing hkpropel is not included with this ebook but may be purchased separately
Power and Ideology in American Sport 2022-04-19 the editors use the unique lens of the history of sports to examine ethnic experiences in north
america since 1840 comprised of 12 original essays and an introduction it chronicles sport as a social institution through which various ethnic
and racial groups attempted to find the way to social and psychological acceptance and cultural integration included are chapters on native
americans irish americans german americans canadians african americans italian americans hispanics and several more showing how their sports
participation also provided these communities with some measure of social mobility self esteem and a shared pride
Sports in American History 1995-10-30 explores the relationship between sport and national identities within the context of globalization in the modern era
Ethnicity and Sport in North American History and Culture 2001-03-29 this informative text focuses on the role of sport in u s and canadian
societies the approach is sociological analytical and critical
Sport, Nationalism, and Globalization 2002-07-19 a companion to american sport history presents acollection of original essays that represent
the first comprehensive analysis of scholarship relating to the growing field of american sport history presents the first complete analysis of
the scholarship relating to the academic history of american sport features contributions from many of the finest scholars working in the field of
american sport history includes coverage of the chronology of sports from colonial times to the present day including major sports such as
baseball football basketball boxing golf motor racing tennis and track and field addresses the relationship of sports to urbanization technology
gender race social class and genres such as sports biography awarded 2015 best anthology from the north american society for sport history
Studies in the Sociology of Sport 2014-03-26 this book highlights inconsistencies within the field of sports scholarship and provides an
opportunity to open up and extend conversations about the intersection of sports media and race particularly surrounding athletes of east asian
descent despite the growing influence of east asian and asian american canadian athletes they are still underrepresented in western media and in
scholarship this anthology adds much needed literature to sports popular culture east asian and asian american studies the prominence of sports
in global popular culture makes the intersections explored in this collection a crucial addition to existing conversations about both sports and
east asian asian american canadian studies
Sociology of North American Sport with PowerWeb 1982 a reference to sports history in north america covers every aspect of sports including
major figures events awards venues and organizations
A Companion to American Sport History 2002 a look at sport in america today and down through its history the book illustrates how sport is used
in the creation maintenance and now global dissemination of a nation s cherished values
The Encyclopedia of North American Sports History 2022-09-18 they are the forgotten figures they came from africa the caribbean the americas
and the united kingdom and showed america how to play soccer they exhibited highly technical skills of the game taught the youths in communities
across the usa and canada and were their role models they crusaded the game s uniqueness and its beauty they were the black pioneers of the
original north american soccer league 1968 84 among them were the first mvps of the league and the very first nasl rookie of the year they were
among the leading scorers and led their teams to nasl titles in the process they played a significant role in making the nasl a world respected
league which led to the 1994 world cup in the usa and now the successful mls their efforts made soccer an american sport and among them were
alberto archibald auguste best cannon charles coker cole cubillas cunninghams david de leon eusebio evans fowles gamaldo grell horne horton ingram
Perceptions of East Asian and Asian North American Athletics 2001 The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law takes the reader through the most important controversies and critical developments in law and U.S. sports over the course of 30 chapters. Leading scholars explore this expanding and captivating area of law. The handbook is the first book to gather dozens of perspectives on sports law controversies in the United States and will be of interest to those who study and practice sports law as well as journalists, broadcasters, and legally minded sports fans. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law incorporates analysis of key historical events in sports law such as the rise of free agency in professional sports and the concept of amateurism for college athletes and their broader context. Contemporary legal controversies in U.S. sports and their accompanying questions are also of central importance in a sensible legal system. How would long-term neurological injuries from contact sports be addressed? How would the use of racially insensitive team names be resolved? How would a seemingly trivial dispute over air pressure in footballs be studied? The competing perspectives of players, teams, and leagues are included. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law weighs not just the facts but how courts and lawmakers ought to consider the most important questions at stake. The essays in this volume also canvass the types of legal controversies in sports likely to surface in the future. This is particularly true of law and technology matters including those related to broadcasting and streaming. Legal doctrine has been and will continue to be forced to adapt to these developments. The handbook both forecasts and addresses how would the use of racially insensitive team names be resolved? How would a seemingly trivial dispute over air pressure in footballs be studied? The competing perspectives of players, teams, and leagues are included. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law weighs not just the facts but how courts and lawmakers ought to consider the most important questions at stake. The essays in this volume also canvass the types of legal controversies in sports likely to surface in the future. This is particularly true of law and technology matters including those related to broadcasting and streaming. Legal doctrine has been and will continue to be forced to adapt to these developments.

Handbook of American Sports Law 2013-09-13 The Handbook is the first book to gather dozens of perspectives on sports law controversies in the United States and will be of interest to those who study and practice sports law as well as journalists, broadcasters, and legally minded sports fans. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law incorporates analysis of key historical events in sports law such as the rise of free agency in professional sports and the concept of amateurism for college athletes and their broader context. Contemporary legal controversies in U.S. sports and their accompanying questions are also of central importance in a sensible legal system. How would long-term neurological injuries from contact sports be addressed? How would the use of racially insensitive team names be resolved? How would a seemingly trivial dispute over air pressure in footballs be studied? The competing perspectives of players, teams, and leagues are included. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law weighs not just the facts but how courts and lawmakers ought to consider the most important questions at stake. The essays in this volume also canvass the types of legal controversies in sports likely to surface in the future. This is particularly true of law and technology matters including those related to broadcasting and streaming. Legal doctrine has been and will continue to be forced to adapt to these developments. The handbook both forecasts and addresses how would the use of racially insensitive team names be resolved? How would a seemingly trivial dispute over air pressure in footballs be studied? The competing perspectives of players, teams, and leagues are included. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law weighs not just the facts but how courts and lawmakers ought to consider the most important questions at stake. The essays in this volume also canvass the types of legal controversies in sports likely to surface in the future. This is particularly true of law and technology matters including those related to broadcasting and streaming. Legal doctrine has been and will continue to be forced to adapt to these developments.

Handbook of American Sports Law 2013-09-13 The Handbook is the first book to gather dozens of perspectives on sports law controversies in the United States and will be of interest to those who study and practice sports law as well as journalists, broadcasters, and legally minded sports fans. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law incorporates analysis of key historical events in sports law such as the rise of free agency in professional sports and the concept of amateurism for college athletes and their broader context. Contemporary legal controversies in U.S. sports and their accompanying questions are also of central importance in a sensible legal system. How would long-term neurological injuries from contact sports be addressed? How would the use of racially insensitive team names be resolved? How would a seemingly trivial dispute over air pressure in footballs be studied? The competing perspectives of players, teams, and leagues are included. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law weighs not just the facts but how courts and lawmakers ought to consider the most important questions at stake. The essays in this volume also canvass the types of legal controversies in sports likely to surface in the future. This is particularly true of law and technology matters including those related to broadcasting and streaming. Legal doctrine has been and will continue to be forced to adapt to these developments. The handbook both forecasts and addresses how would the use of racially insensitive team names be resolved? How would a seemingly trivial dispute over air pressure in footballs be studied? The competing perspectives of players, teams, and leagues are included. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law weighs not just the facts but how courts and lawmakers ought to consider the most important questions at stake. The essays in this volume also canvass the types of legal controversies in sports likely to surface in the future. This is particularly true of law and technology matters including those related to broadcasting and streaming. Legal doctrine has been and will continue to be forced to adapt to these developments.

American Sports 1994-08-23 This book presents essential readable and provocative documents and essays that illuminate the American sporting
experience from a variety of viewpoints a volume in the major problems in american history series it is designed to encourage critical thinking about the history the documents are primary sources selected for how they illustrate major developments in the rise of sport and often for how they illuminate the accompanying essays they include government reports court cases contemporary newspaper articles diary entries and advertisements for athletic equipment the essays were chosen to cover broadly the field of sport history based on the particular significance of each essay to our understanding of sport history as well as the quality of the writing research and analysis introductions and headnotes for the readings provide context to help students better understand the material important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version

Ethnicity and Sport in North American History and Culture 2003-01-01 american sports is a comprehensive analytical introduction to the history of american sports from the colonial era to the present pamela grundy and benjamin rader outline the complex relationships between sports and class gender race religion and region in the united states building on changes in the previous edition which expanded the attention paid to women african americans native americans and latinos this edition adds numerous sidebars that examine subjects such as the black box scandal the worldwide influence of jack johnson the significance of softball for lesbian athletes and the influence of the point spread on sports gambling insightful thorough and highly readable the new edition of american sports remains the finest available introduction to the myriad ways in which sports have reinforced or challenged the values and behaviors of americans as well as the structure of american society

Transatlantic Sport 2014-05-27 the spring issue of each year includes the program of the society's annual convention

A Companion to American Sport History 2014-01-01 each topic in this text is covered by both secondary readings and a wide variety of primary source documents including legal decisions diary entries newspaper reports literary accounts government hearings and advertisements for athletic equipment

Major Problems in American Sport History 1984 provides practical help for the day to day concerns that keep managers awake at night this book aims to fill the gap between the legal and policy issues that are the mainstay of human resources and supervision courses and the real world needs of managers as they attempt to cope with the human side of their jobs

Sport and the Sociological Imagination 1999 international sport management is the first comprehensive textbook devoted to the organization governance business activities and cross cultural context of modern sport on an international level as the sport industry continues its global expansion this textbook serves as an invaluable guide for readers as they build careers that require an international understanding of the relationships influences and responsibilities in sport management through a systematic presentation of topics and issues in international sport this textbook offers a long overdue guide for students in this burgeoning subfield in sport management editors li macintosh and bravo have assembled contributors from all corners of the globe to present a truly international perspective on the topic with attention to diversity and multiple viewpoints each chapter is authored by distinguished academics and practitioners in the field a foreword by esteemed sport management scholar dr earle zeigler emphasizes the importance of a dedicated study of the issues in international sport management all chapters in the text use a global perspective to better showcase how international sport operates in various geopolitical environments and cultures the text is arranged in five parts each serving a unique purpose to outline the issues associated with international sport management to examine sport using a unique perspective that emphasizes its status as a global industry to introduce the structure of governance in international sport to examine the management essentials in international sport to apply these strategies in the business segments of sport marketing sport media and information technology sport facilities and design sport event management and sport tourism written to engage students international sport management contains an array of learning aids to assist with comprehension of the material it includes case studies and sidebars that apply the concepts to real world situations and demonstrate the varied issues challenges and opportunities affecting sport management worldwide chapter objectives key terms learning activities summaries and discussion questions guide learning in this wide ranging subject area in addition extensive reference sections support the work of practitioners in the field with international sport management both practicing and future sport managers can develop an increased understanding of the range of intercultural competencies necessary for success in the field using a framework of strategic and total quality management the text allows readers to examine global issues from an ethical perspective and uncover solutions to complex challenges that sport managers face with this approach readers will learn how to combine business practices with knowledge in international sport to lead their current and future careers international sport management offers readers a multifaceted view of the issues challenges and opportunities in international sport management as well as the major functional areas that govern international sport the text provides students academics and practitioners with critical insights into the practice of business as it applies to international sport

Proceedings & Newsletter 2018-10-09 jerrold casway coined the phrase the emerald age of baseball to describe the 1890s when so many irish names
dominated teams rosters but one can easily agree and expand that the period from the mid 1830s well into the first decade of the 20th century and assign the term to american sports in general this book covers the irish sportsman from the arrival of james deaf burke in 1836 through to jack b kelly s rejection by henley regatta and his subsequent gold medal at the 1920 olympics it avoids recounting the various victories and defeats of the irish sportsman seeking instead to deal with the complex interaction that he had with alcohol gambling and sunday leisure pleasures that were banned in most of america at some time or other between 1836 and 1920 this book also covers the irish sportsman s close relations with politicians his role in labor relations his violent lifestyle and contrast his participation in bringing respectability to sport it also deals with native irish sports in america the part played by the irish in team usa s initial international sporting ventures and in the making and breaking of amateurism within sport

American Sports 2007 mapping an empire of american sport charts the expansion of and the resistance to american power in the western hemisphere and around the pacific rim it provides a novel and sweeping historical roadmap to the struggles over sporting globalisation this book was published as a special issue of the international journal of the history of sport

Newsletter - North American Society for Sport History 1979 is violence an intrinsic component of contemporary sport how does violence within sport reflect upon the attitudes of wider society in this landmark study of violence in and around contemporary sport kevin young offers the first comprehensive sociological analysis of an issue of central importance within sport the book explores organized and spontaneous violence both on the field and off and calls for a much broader definition of sports related violence to include issues as diverse as criminal behaviour by players abuse within sport and exploitative labor practices offering a sophisticated new theoretical framework for understanding violence in a sporting context and including a wide range of case studies and empirical data from professional soccer in europe to ice hockey in north america the book establishes a benchmark for the study of violence within sport and wider society through close examination of often contradictory trends from anti violence initiatives in professional sports leagues to the role of the media in encouraging hyper aggression the book throws new light on our understanding of the socially embedded character of sport and its fundamental ties to history culture politics social class gender and the law

Issues in North American Sport and Physical Education 1997 this informative text focuses on the role of sport in us and canadian societies the approach is sociological analytical and critical

Major Problems in American Sport History 1992 this is the ideal text for students studying sport management exercise fitness management and athletic training it will teach aspiring sport managers about this expanding field enabling them to define sport management and discuss the scope of opportunities the sport industry presents

Directory of Scholars Identifying with the History of Sport 2015-03-26 taking examples from the united states and canada this comprehensive text offers compassionate and critical accounts of the native american sporting experience it challenges popular images of indigenous athletes and athletics it explores native american participation in and appropriation of euroamerican sports and it unpacks social categories particularly gender race and heritage and their implications for understanding native americans and sport in north america contributors discuss the interplay of power and possibility difference and identity representation and remembrance that have shaped the means and meanings of american indians playing sport included in this book are discussions on continuity and change the place of sport in the survival and adaptation of indigenous beliefs and behaviours the power of play and the power of play within indigenous communities intercultural spaces and american popular culture the contradictions and conditions of possibilities sport has offered american indians the politics and poetics of identity the axes of difference structuring the indigenous sporting experience particularly gender race and nationalism representations and stagings of indianness in the context of sport

Sports in America from Colonial Times to the Twenty-First Century: An Encyclopedia 2019-03-05
International Sport Management 2014-01-27
The Irish and the Making of American Sport, 1835-1920 2012
Mapping an Empire of American Sport 2013-06-17
Sport, Violence and Society 2003-05-01
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